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To: The Commission

Comments on the Spectrum Etiquette
The Wirdess Information Networks Forum (C'WINForum") is an alliance of
leading information technology companies that are working together to obtain
, and
efFecdvdy employ, radio spectrum for unlicensed, user~provided. voice and data
personal communications services ("Usu...PCS"),l These include wireless localuea
nerworks for computers, cordless telephone systems, and new types of portab
le
information devices and software.

On May 17, 1993. WINForum filed its Spectfum Etiquette in the abovecaptioned docket. At me time of that filing, several issues were noc resolved. We
believ~. however, that a timely submission of the available
work was appropriate.
We are pleased to submit the latest version of the Etiquette and associated
commentary ("Philosophical Basis for the WINForum Spearum Etiquette").
The
previously open, unresolved items have been dosed using me consensus proces
s
established at me start of this effort.
The Etiquette is a means for widc:ly differing applications and devices to gain
fair access to the same spectrum. It is intended to foster technic.u advances and
support
applications including computer local area networks (LANs) and wireless private
branch exchanges (PBXs). as well as other projected concepts. The Etiquette provid
es
I A list of pltriciparing compt.nics is atuched.
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simple rules that enable [he coexistence of a wid~ range of cost-effective, spectrumefficient unlicensed digital radio systems and devices. The Etiquette is not intended to
preclude any common air interfa.ce standards or access technologies.
Fynction of the Spectrum Etiqyem;

A device may not transmit if the spcctrwn it will occupy is already in we within
its range; mis function is called Listen·Before· Talk (LBT). Transmir power is limited
to keep range short, so that spectrum can be reused in buildings with densely
populated offices, meeting rooms and school facilities. Permitted power is also rdated
to bandwidth so as to equalize mucual interaction among narrow- and wideband wers.
Under the Etiquette. use of minimum power is encouraged by a dynamic ListenBefore-Talk threshold.

Envisioned are services requiring continuous connection-oriented, isochronous
operation (generally typified as voice services) and bursty, connectionless, asynchronous operation (generally typified as data services). Because the services are technically
contrasting, separate sub-bands with differing Etiquette parameters are required.
For example, in isochronous applications it is permitted to complete a
continuous conversation without dropping the connection. This is not the case in the
Asynchronous sub-band where speed of access is aitical. Another example is mat the
bandwidth in the Asynchronous sub-band may range from 50 kHz to 10 MH~ while
the Isochronous sub-band is divided into 1.25 MHz segments that can also contain
narrower-band signals. All systems and devices may use the entire spectrum as long as
the Etiquette of that sub-band is used.
Developm~t

of

me Spscttum Etiquette

WINForum first met formally in July 1992, with participation from large and
small computer and communications companies. Its technical committee was
established then. From July to December 1992. the committee met twice monthly.
with typical attendance of twenty to forLy professionals. By that tim~ the committee
had spawned several working groups specializing in data, voice and spectrum use rules.
Initially the working groups met by telephone and eleCtronic conferencing. k these
working groups established
philosophy of the Etiquette, full face-to-face committee
meetings were scheduled monthly through June 1993. A favorable vote of two-thirds
of the attendees is required to establish [he consensw content of me Etiquette.

me
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Initially it was anticipated thar a single Edqueue might cover both voice and
data applications. However, after substantial effort and numerous technical papers, it
w·as secn with some disappoinunent that
key requirements for asynchronous
se(Vices centered on discontinuous bursts of high-rare data with low overhead and
transmission delay, while for isochronous services [he key requirement was continuity,
dictated by freedom from call dropping. At this Stage in late 1992, it was determined
to work roward separate sub-bands and Etiquette provisions for isochronow and
asynchronous modes.

me

The proposed Etiquette in seaion 5.6 provides certain Aexibility to
interoperable unlicensed PCS devices. In no event, however, would interoperable
devices be c:xemp[ from compliance with equipment authorization rules based on [his
Etiquette.
WINForwn offers this completed Etiquette with the expectation rhac it will
form the basis of equipment authorization rules for devices operating in the spectrum
allocated to unlicensed PCS devices. Both modern cordless telephony and data
networking have provided majOf breakthroughs in technologies that permit unlicensed
operation of independent devices with high tolerance to interference. The
WIN Forum Spectrum Etiquette sets OUI: rules that wil11ead to the realization of the
valuable unlicensed PCS services envisioned by
Commi~sion.

me

WHEREAS. the Wireless Information Networks Forum urges the Commission
to allocate spectrum for unlicensed PCS devices in accordance with the views c:xpressed
herein.
Respectfully submitted.
The Wireless Information N ctWorks Forwn Inc.

Bf!~

Benn Kobb
..
Executive Director

1101 Connecticut Avenue N.W. Ste.700
Washington, D.C. 20036
Telephone: 202/429-5138
Facsimile: 20212234579
Internee: winforum.@acccss.digex.net

June 21, 1993
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Pbilosophical Basis for the; )£IN.Foruro Spectrum Etiquette
.

This document is intended [0 give insight into the reasoning behind the
development of the WINForum Spectrwn Etiquette. The organization
of this
docwnent follows that of the proposed Etique[te. It avoids repeating specin
c Etiquette:
provisions, but offers background information as an aid to understanding.
Introduction and MotivatlQ,Q

WIN Forum's objective is to define a minimal se:t of rules that will provide a

framework for coexistence of devices from multiple manufacmrers delivering
m.any
different types of services; this sec of rules is called the Spectrum Etiquette.
It is the
goal of this Etiquette to allow devices from different manufacturers to coexis
t in an
interference·limited environment by constraining all devices to a known behav
ior. It is
our expectation that compliance with this Etiquette shall be mandatory and
shall be
enforced by the FCC through equipment authorization. Systems comprised
of devices
that meet this Etiquette may txperi(;nce some performance loss when operat
ed in
proximity to dissimilar but compliant systems.
It is the intem of the Etiquette to promote innovation and low cost while
encouraging spectrum efficiency. It is intended to provide fair access and coexis
tence
for shorr· range systems by defining ·power. bandwidth, tran~mission time
and channel
access mechanisms.
The Etiquene utilizes power detection techniques rather than exchange of
information, and consequendy d.oes not address the interoperability of unrela
ted.
devices. The provisions of this Etiquette can be extended to additional spcctrwn
allocations to unlicensed pes devices.
.
D$yicc CharaCteriuig
Two classes of device characteri~e current and future applications.,
1. The first exhibits long link holding times. periodic transmissions and
Elocible

link access rimes (up to a second). WINForum describes this class of device
as
Isochronous; voice traffic is rypically carried by this type of devke.

2.. The second class must begin transmission within milliseconds Wcs rdatively
J
short burstS that contain large: amounts of ru~ta, and releases the: link quickl
y.
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We describe this class of device as Asynchronow; LAN data is typically carried
by this type of device.
These classes are technically con muting and cannot share the same spectrum.
WINForum proposes that [he unlicensed PCS allocation be split into two equal
ponions: an Asynchronous sub-band and an Isochronow sub-band. The Etiquette
provisions for channel access and use are different for the two sub-bands, reflecting the
different services and data rates they provide.
CbanneliurioD
The Asynchronous sub-band supportS services requiring high transmit tates,
such as 10 Mbps. It is not channeliz.ed; this permits utilization of the maximum
allocated spectrum. The Isochronous sub-band supports services chat need to supply a
large number of relativdy low speed but long-duration services; i[ is channelized. This
"channelization" is not the ordinary designation of channels with center frequencies.
but should be viewed more as "sub-banding" of the Isochronous portion of [he
spectrum into discrete sections of spectrum to facilitate co-existence and sharing of the
available spectrum among me low speed services. Devices requiring narrower bands of
spectrum arc permitted in the sub~bands.
The actual dimensions of the sub-banding were me subject of many meetings
and extensive discussions, as well as the review of the work of other groups involved in
radio communications. WINForum recognized the contrasting needs of different
manufaaurers and the overall need to provide for a sufficient number of serviceunique sub-bands or -channels" [0 ensure a. viable spectnun environment. In the end,
the limitations imposed by the available spectrum to a large extent diaated the choice
of the sub.banding.
Freq.uen'l" Stability

WINForwn believes mat the frequency stability requirements in the NPRM
were overly restrictive. We concluded tha.t. given the types of services planned for this
spectrwn, it is sufficiem to define the maximwn energy spill outside the bands and
sub-bands and a short term frequency stability requirement (defined in terms of the
sub-band or channel access parameters).
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BE Power limits
WINForum approached the issue of power limits with these objectives:
1. Limit incerference by limiting the power used to that required for the
specific service.
2. Minimize any asymmetry between the different services. Specifically,
a.
wideband system's ability to detect the presence of a I"\arrowband system is
not
commensurate with its potential to interfere.

Consequently, WINForum determined that the above objectives would be
best
served with a "less-than-linear" power-to-bandwidth relationship and recom
mends a
square rOOt of bandwidth power relationship. In order to ensure a reasonably
flat
spectral occupancy. we also recommend the adoption of a spectral power
density
distribution requirement.
WINForum believes that there should be an incentive to design dc:vices for
very
low power levels. For that reason we suggest that devices that lower theif power
below
that permitted receive a benefit for doing so. Specifically, for each dB power
decrease, a
dB increase in the Listen-Before-Talk threshold is permitted. Such device
s can avail
themselves of greater spectrum efficiency.
Chann~l Acc~ss

Mechanism

WlNForum recommends a strict "Listen-Before-Talk requirement to access
the unlicensed PCS frequencies. To be reliably effective, the monitoring mecha
nism
should be required to operate via an antenna that covers at least the
same area as the
intend ed transmitter. The access mecha nism is different for the two
sub-bands.
B

Isochr onous Channel Accc~

All transmitters operating in the Isochronous sub~band should be required
to
include an effective mechanism for monitoring the desired sub-band for at
l~t
maximum frame time to verify that there is no detectable energy above the
threshold
before transmitting. This procedure would apply, for instance. a[ the initiat
ing of a
voice conversation. for an isolated data packet, or to the nrSt data packet
1n a burst.
Subsequent transmissions would occur without further monitoring. This
mechanism
c:onfers "ownership" of that channel to transm itters cooperating in a given
exchange.

me
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The magnitude of the monitoring threshold has been carefully examined as it is
of considerable concern. There are several factors to be considered. including carrierto-interference levds, receiver noise figure, fade margin and interference from other
transmitters. This Etiquette is intended [0 permit coexistence in an interferencelimited environment. Consequently, the threshold defined in the Etiqueue is one that
is deemed to give reasonable levels of performance taking into account current and
potential sources of interference.
.

In order to ensure that there is no unnecessary fragmentation of the
Isochronow sub-band, the Etiquette invokes a "packing" rule which requires that
systems requiring different amounts of spectrum for operation begin the search for
available spectrum at different ends of the Isochronous sub-band.
&ynchronous Channel Acccn

Transceivers operating in the Asynchronous sub-band should be required to
include an effective mechanism for monitoring the channel for a minimwn period of
time related to the data transmission rate. This is because high da.ta rate devices will
access and release access to the spectrum very quickly, while slower rate devices will
take a longer time transmitting the data and must ensure that the spectrum is available
for mat longer period of time.

To preven[ spectrum monopolization, the Etiquette provides for the insertion
of random periods of time between transmission "bursts". Once a transmission "burst"
has started, there is no need. to further monitor [he spc:ctrwn being used if the inter·
transmission gap does not exceed the minimum monitoring period. Le. there is
·ownership" of me spearum for a set maximwn period. This mechanism is provided.
to ensure that a reasonably long period of time is available for data transmission.
The overhead of spcccrum monitoring is kept to a minimum level while still
providing for fair access to the spectrum for all asynchron~us devices. In case of
collisions, the Etiquette provides for a time-randomized. back-off algorithm. as an
alternative to attempting to access an alterna[e section of the spectrum.
Interoperable Systems
'WlNForum recognizes mat the channel a.ccess mechanisms outlined above can
be improved if the spectrwn is being used by a sysrem ofinteroperanng transmitters
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that are allowed to use [heir native channel accC$s mechanism. It is OUt intent to
encourage this type of operadon because spectrum utilizadon can be improved if the
interoperable systems we their native and spectrally more efficient ch:a.nnel access
mechanisms so long as fair access [0 the band is not denied to other systems .
. In no event would interoperable systems be exempt from compJiance with
equipment authorization rules based on this Etiquette.
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WJNForum SpectrUm EtiQuette for Unli,ensed Pes Deyjcg

1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Transmitters in this band shall be used only for digitally modulated
transmission, and shall be limited by power, bandwidth. transmission time, and
channel access mechanism so ~ to provide fair access and coexistence for short range
systems.
1.2 Defanidons
1.2.1 Isochronous Transminers shall be defined as transmitters that emit at
regular intervals, as o/pific:d by rime-division voice systems.

be, defined as tra~smit[ers that emit at
irregular intervals, as typified. by l..Qca.l kea Network (LAN) data systems.
1,2,2 Asynchronous Transmitters shall

1.2.3 The transmit power "P') is the maximum of me mean radiated power
over any interval of continuous transmission.
1.2.4 All power measurements will be made over an interval of continuous
transmission.

1.2.5 A marker tr~$mission is a low-capadty. predomina.tely one-way
transmission used by a device [0 identify itself to other interoperable devices within its
communication range. The content and purpose of marker transmissions shall be
limited [0 minimal control and signaling information as needed by a device to establish
or maintain communications with other interoperable devices.

2.0 TRANSMIT POWER LIMITS
2.1 Maximum Transmit Power

2.1.1 The transmit power "P" shall not exceed 1.0 E-4 ... SQRT(B) watts,
where "B" = occupied bandwidth in Hz.
'2.1.2 Further, the transmit power shall not exceed 3 £-3 watts in any 3-kH%
wide band at any time.
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2.1.3 Power-Bandwidch Example Table
Power in mW

Bam!width in MHz

32

0.1

52

0.3

100

1.0

173

3.0

316

10.0

2.1.4 The peak envelope power; shall nOt exceed the transmit power by more
than 10 dB.
2.2 Reduction with Am~nna Gain
The permitted transmit power shall be reduced by the amount in dB that the
maximum directional gain of the antenna aceeds 3 dBi.

2.3 Emission Limits
2.3.1 Inter-I.25 MHz Frequency Segment Emissions
The rotal power emanating iTom an intentional radiator operadng in a 1.25

MHz frequency segment, detected in the immediatdy adjacent 1.25 MHz segment,
shall be at least 30 dB below me power permitted that radiator.
The total power emanating from an intentional radiator operating in a 1.25
MHz frequency segment, detected in the 1.25 MHz segment separated from me
occupied 1.25 MHz segment by 1.25 MHz, shall be at least 50 dB below the power
permitted that radiator.
The total power emanating from an intentional radiator operating in a 1.25
MHz frequency segment, detected in the 1.25 MHz segment separated from the
occupied 1.25 MHz segment by 2.5 MHz or more, shall be at least 60.dB below me
power permitted that radiator.

2.3.2 Inrer Sub-band Emissions
The total power emanating from an intentional radiator operating in either
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sub·band. measured in the first 1.25 MHz frequency segment across the inter-band
tdge, shall be at least 30 dB below the transmit power permitted an intentional
radiator operating with an 1.25 MHz occupied bandwidth.
The total power emanating nom an intentional radiator operating in either
sub·band. measured in the second 1.25 MHz frequency segment across the intcr~band
edge. shall be at least 50 dB below [he transmit power permitted an intentional
radiator operating with an 1.25 MHz occupied bandwidth.
The total power emanating &om an intentional radiator operating in eimer
sub·band. measured in the third and subsequent 1.25 MHz frequency segments across
the inter·band edge, shall be at least 60 dB below the transmit power permitted an
intentional radiator operating with an 1.25 MHz occupied bandwidth.

3.0 FREQUENCY LIMITS
3.1 Occupied Bandwidth
Occupied bandwidth is that bandwidth that contains 99% of the tOtal transmit
power, including allowance for fr~quenCy instability and spurious emissions.
3.2 Sub-Bands

The available band shall be divided into two equal sub-bands; one sub-band for
Isochronous operation (me Isochronous sub-band) and one sub-band for
Asynchronow operation (the Asynchronous sub--band).
3.3 Asynchronow Bandwidth Limits
In the Asynchronous sub~band, the occupied. bandwidth of any allowable signal
shall be between 500 kHz and 10 MHz.
All systems OneS$ than 2.5 MHz bandwidth in the Asynchronous sub-band will
firsr occupy speCtrum beginning nearest the sub-band edges, while systems of mote
than 2.5 MHz bandwidth will firS[ occupy the center ha.II of the sub-band. Devices of
occupied bandwidth ofless than 1.0 MHz may not occupy the center half of the sub-

banc:l.

.
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3.4 Isochronous Frequency Channel
The Isochronous sub-band shall be divided into lTequency channels 1.25 MH~
in width. lsochronow frequency channels are 1.25 MHz. apart. beginning at uu: lower
frequency band of
unlicensed PCS band. No occupied bandwidth greater than
1.25 MHz is permiued in [his sub·band; narrower bandwidths are permitted within
each 1.25 MHz channel.

me

3.5 Isochronous Frequency Search
In order [0 ensure that the available Isochronous frequency spectrum is
efficiently utilized (i.e., packed), all synems in that sub~band shall implement the
following process: Narrowband systems « 625 kHz) shall start searching from the
lower end of the Isochronous sub·band. Wideband systems (.. >625 kHz) shall stan
searching from the: upper end of the Isochronous sub-band.

3.6 Spectrum Sharing
Crossover between sub-bands will be governed by adherence to the rules of the

sub· band entered.
3.7 Frequency Stability
The stability of the frequency d.etermining dements in [he transmitter shall be
equal to or better man:
In the Asynchronous sub-band: +/. 10 ppm over 10 milliseconds or the: intetval
between LBT monirorings, whichever is shorter.
In the Isochronous sub-band: +/- 10 ppm over 1 hour or the interval between
LBT monitorings. whicheve, is shorter.

4.0 TIME LIMITS
4.1 Isochronous Frame Period
The frame period of an Isochronous transmitter shall be 10 milliseconds/N
where N is a positive integer.
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Devices operating in the Isochronous sub-band that implement time division
for the purposes of maintaining a duplex connection on a given frequency carrier shall
maintain their £Tame rcpedtion rate with frequency stability of at leaS[ SO ppm.
Devices which further divide access in time in order to suppOrt multiple
communication links on a given frequency channel shall maintain theif frame
repetition rate with frequency stability of at least 10 ppm. The jitter introduced at the
twO ends of such a communication link shall not exceed. 25 microseconds for any two
consecutive transmissions.

4.2 Asynchronous Transmission Bursts
4.2.1 An Asynchronous transmission burst is a series of transmissions from
one or more transmitters acting cooperativdy. Any intraburst gap shall not be greater
than 25 micr~seconds. No burst duration shall be greater
10 milliseconds.

man

4.2.2 Individual bursts shall be separated by at least a random-iiuration
interval uniformly distributed between 50 microseconds and 375 microseconds.
4.3 Unacknowledged marker [ransmissions from a device shall be limited to
30 seconds. After that period the channel access procedure shall be required to initiate
further marker transmissions.

5.0 CHANNEL ACCESS
5.1 Channd Access in the Isochronous Sub-band
5.1.1 Before initiating transmission. devices operating within the Isochronous
sub-band shall monitor the portions(s) of the Isochronous frame(s) in which they
intend to transmit over
period of at least 10 milliseconds to determine: if the access
criteria are met.

me

..
Devices which are in a state which prevents them from monitoring during thc:ir
intended uansmit interval may acquire additi"mal spectrum by monitoring the
intended receive interval(s) over 10 milliseconds so long as that spectrum is within the
1.25 Mfh. frequency segment already occupied by that device or co-located (within
one meter) co-operating group of devices. The receive: monitoring interval must total
at least 500/0 of the 10 millisecond interval. If the power detected during the above
state can be decoded as a connection signal from an interoperable device. transmission
to establish a duplex connection to that device (A) may begin without further
Liaison, WINForum's comment on Etiquette page 13
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monitoring. Device (A) shall monitor both its intended transmit wd intended receive
times before initiating the transmission.
5.1.2 Succct!ding transmissions may be sent without filnher monitoring, as
long as the occupied bandwidth is entirely within the Isochronow $ub~band.
5.1.3 With the: exception of marker transmissions, all access attempts in~tia[ed
after following the procedure in section 5.1.1 must stOP after one second if no
acknowledgment has been received by the inidacing device. Further access attempts
must repeat the procedure ouclined in section 5.1.1.

5.2 Channel Access in the Asynchronous Sub-band
5.2.1 Before: each burst is transmitted, transmitters shall monilOr [h~ intended
occupied bandwidth. The monitoring period shall be at least the longer of 50
microseconds or 20 times the inverse of the occupied bandwidth.

5.2.2 Once a burst has started. participating transmitters are not required to
monitor the channd, providing the gap between transmissions does not exceed the
intraburst gap 4.2.1.

5.3 Channd AcCl!Ss Criteria and Selection
5.3.1 If channd access procedures in sections 5.1 or 5.2 indicate: that the
particular frequency selected. is in use, transmission may not proceed.; there are two
possible channel access ahernatives.
5.3.1.1 Anomer frequency may be sdectod and monitored.
5.3.1.2 After the channel becomes idle, the transmitter shall wait a deference
time chosen from a unifonn random distribution between X and 15X, where X =10
ms for IsochronQw systems, x = 50 microseconds for Asynchronous systems. At the
end of this period. the transmitter may agajn proceed according to the appropriate rule
5.1 or 5.2.
5.3.2 For &ynchronous systems. the range from which the deference time is
chosen shall double for each occasion that an access attempt fails (after
inter-burst
interval). This increase shall continue on each occurrence until an upper limit of 240X
is reached. The range is reinitializecl after each successful aca:.ss attempt.

me
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5.3.3 Each transmitter shall implement a channel access mechanism adequate
to prevent catanrophic congestion.

5.4 Monitoring Rc:quirem~n[$
5.4.1 The monitoring mechanism shall operate via [he transmitting antenna.
or one that includes the coverage area of the transmitting antenna.
5.4.2.1 Isochronous Monitoring Threshold
A device detecting energy below 30 dB above the thermal noise power in the

occupied bandwidth in a channel (time/frequency combination) may access that "free"
channel without further searching.

If no "free" channel is available. and at leas~ 40 duplex system access channels
are defined for the system, the time/frequencY channel with the lowest power bdow a
monitoring threshold of 50 dB above the thermal noise power in the occupied
bandwidth may be used. A device utilizing the lowest detected power mechanism must
have monitored all access channels defined for that device wi thin the last 10 seconds
and must verify within the 20 milliseconds immediately preceding channel access that
the detected power of the channel selected is no higher than [he previously detected
value. The resolution for power measurements n~ed not be more accurate than 6 dB.
No device or group of cooperating devices within 1 meter each other shall occupy
more than three 1.25 MHz. Isochronous frequency segments during any frame.

of

5.4.2.2 Asynchronous Monitoring Threshold
It shall have a threshold that is within 32 dB of the thermal noise power in the

occupied bandwidth.
5.4.3 Maximum Reaction Time
The maximum reaction time of the monitoring system will be less than 50 x
SQRT (1.25/B) microseconds for signals at the applicable threshold ievd (5.4.2) but
shall not be required to be less than 50 microseconds. For a signal that is 6 dB or more
above the applicable threshold level, the maximum reaction time shall be 3S x SQRT
(1.25/B) microseconds but shall not be required to be less than 35 microseconds. -Bit
is deAned as Occupied Bandwidth in MHz.
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5.4.4 The threshold decision shall be made based on the maximum power
detected during the monitoring interval.
5.4.5 Every transmitter shall discontinue transmission in case of either absenc
e
of information to transmit or failure.

5.S Dynamic Power Conu ol and Monitoring Sensitivity
Transmitters that radia.te power tha.t is lower than the maximum specified
in
section 2 may increase meir detection threshold by one dB for each one dB
that the
transmitter power is bdow (he maximum permitted.

5.6 IntcroperabHity Rules
Interoperable transmitters are permitted [0 use more spectrally efficient access
methods than those specified by mis Etiquette, provided mat other syscem
s are nor
exduded from fair access under this Etiquette.
###
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Wireless Information Networks Forum Participating Companies
Advanced Micro Devices
Apple Computer
AT&T

Bcllcore
California Microwave
Diablo Research Corp_
Digilal Equipment Corp.
Domesdc Automation Co,
Eriason Business Communications
Farallon Computing
GEe Plessey Semiconductor
Hewlett· Packard
IBM
Intd
Local AIea Communications
M/A..cOM
Metricom
Microsoft

MotOrola
National Semiconductor

NCR
Northern Telecom
O·NeiU Communications
Omnipoint
Rockwell International
ROLM Systems
Rose Communications
Salient Communications
SpectraLink
SRl International
Sun MicrosYStems
Tcmerless Access
Threshold Tethnologies

Traveling Software
Windata
WiSE Communications
Xirc::orn
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